Deciding whether to add video cameras to your existing risk management strategy requires careful consideration. And in a market that seems to provide more functions than benefits, Omnitracs is introducing an option that strikes the right balance between cost and value.

**Leverage Your Omnitracs Platform Investment with Critical Event Video**

Your current investment in Omnitracs platforms allows us to offer you a fully integrated video solution that doesn’t expect you to buy more than what you should have to pay for. By leveraging existing communication services, familiar host applications, and proven infrastructure, Omnitracs Critical Event Video adds a powerful tool with tangible benefits at a price that finally makes sense.

**What You Can Expect from Omnitracs Critical Event Video:**

- Fully integrated video solution leverages existing communication plans, familiar Omnitracs applications, and proven infrastructure providing benefits at a realistic cost
- Forward-facing camera that is continuously recording
- Optional inward-facing camera that automatically turns off, ensuring your driver’s privacy
- Video that is available within minutes of the triggered event or request
- DVR functionality, which allows you to request video for a specific date and time
- Prequel and sequel features allow you to add clips before and after any existing clip to build a complete timeline
- Extremely configurable — you decide:
  - What types of events trigger video
  - How much video to include with each event, and how long it should be preserved
  - Which users have what access
  - Whether or not to add driver-facing, or install now and activate later
- Include audio with each video, or leave it off entirely
- Secured video access and precise preservation
- Low-cost camera hardware that is simple to install
Omnitracs Critical Event Video allows you to decide which events trigger video and the video is available to you within minutes of the critical event. You also have the option to request video stored on the camera directly from Omnitracs Critical Event Reporting. And if what you actually need to see happened just before or just after the clip you are reviewing, don’t worry — with a simple click, you can request the prequel and the sequel to any existing video to compile a complete timeline.

We value your commitment to safety and we don’t want bad things to happen to good people working hard to build honest companies. But all too often what actually happened is not immediately known or is buried in a process that serves the wrong purpose. Equipping your fleet with Critical Event Video ensures that you see for yourself what actually happened. Risky behavior that is not acceptable can be noticed sooner and conversations with those drivers will likely be much shorter. And in the event of an actual critical event, your driver will have a silent witness to accurately and definitively recount cause and effect.

Getting More from Your Technology Investment

The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that provide complementary technologies and services. This program taps into the power of integration in order to best meet the needs of our shared customers.

We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming, training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business.

The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite of web-based fleet management applications, including satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

About Omnitracs, LLC
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